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COMPANY
DESCRIPTION

Through the use of an AI
diagnosis reccomendation service,
multimodality therapy clinic, and a
cognitive wellness fund, Elevated
seeks to change the infrastructure
of mental wellness.
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MISSION STATEMENT
Embodied trauma and unprocessed emotions create blockages
in our relationship with self, others, and the world around us. By
giving people the tools to heal, manage, and move through these
unprocessed experiences, they can become the most elevated
version of themselves to contribute the most good to the world.
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ROADMAP
Phase I
The current mission is locating and purchasing property in the Marin/
Mill Valley area and recruiting an elite medical staff to prepare for beta
testing. Next, 40-60 high net worth and socially connected individuals
within our network will have access to experience our Brain Spa to
understand opportunity for improvement, solidify brand credibility, and
spread the efficacy of our ultimate vision. Treatment offered will consist
of EMDR, Somatic Experiencing, Ketamine IV/IM, NeuroFeedback, and
Message & Acupuncture.
Phase II
Stage two is opening our finalized flagship location to the public and
implementing marketing/branding to expand Elevated community.
During this stage we will expand our community by opening our VC to
fund new ventures in the progressive therapy industry.
Phase III
Finally, Phase III will consist of creating a complex diagnostic algorithm
to recommend effective therapies to the public.
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VISION
Finding the right solution to self progression
is subjective for everybody. Elevated seeks
to transform each individual and foster the
community through strategic avenues of holistic
practices. Whether you aim to surpass trauma,
manage anxiety or feelings of complacency, or
seek to connect with yourself to perform at your
apex, Elevated implements a a tailored modality
combination to get you to be the best version
of yourself possible. By using practices curated
for individualistic healing, we envision normative
mental wellness initiatives to treat each individual
uniquely by using long term solutions to solve long
term problems. We plan on expanding this thinking
through supplementing like-minded ventures,
healing our members at our location, and building
a wellness recommendation algorithm to find what’s
right for you.
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Somatic
Experiencing

Ketamine
IV/IM

EMDR

MODALITIES OFFERED

Massage & Accupuncture
Curated Care
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MESSAGING STRATEGY
Premium Experience

Elevated public image will be seen as the highest quality experience for mental progression
available in the Bay Area. Elevated isn’t a medical clinic, it is a lifestyle based around selfprogression, individualization, and long term wellness. The atmosphere of our location is has
elegant Art Deco/Art Nouveau themes with natural undertones; we push to stray from traditional
medical themes such as light blue and white.

Concrete Solutions

Our progressive therapies aren’t longterm therapies, they’re long lasting results. Rather than
falling down the traditional therapeutic practice drain (long term pharma, years of CBT therapy,
recurring charges, etc.) Elevated offers a curated plan to heal in short time periods with long-term
healing. Our practices are HIPPA compliant, have copious amounts of scholarly based credibility,
and are implemented to ensure positive neuroplasticity.

Exclusive Membership

Elevated’s experience is untouchable in comparison to any mental wellness clinic in the Bay Area.
We cater to individuals of all walks of life, whether or not you are managing mental setbacks
everybody has room for self-progression and centering; however, our initial phase I will be
exclusive to high net worth individuals within our network to serve as beta testing. Once we reach
the point our location is perfect, we will hold our membership exception rate low.
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AUDIENCE ANALYSIS
Exclusive
Centered

Progressive

North SF Bay Area Residents Searching for
Inner-Peac5
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Predominantly high net worth individuals ($100$300k+/yr), located within 15-25 minutes from
clinic location. They either suffer from treatmentresistant psychiatric disorders, trauma, in search
for inner peace, have chronic pain, or are looking
for an alternative therapy for a friend or family
member. This individual is open to new ideas &
interested in progressive therapies, spirituality, or
research driven testimonials. Peak performance
is a constant goal for these individuals, as they
must consistently operate at a high level, being
centered is a primary drive for visiting Elevated.

Persona Doc

KIMBERLY
Bio Kimberly is the CEO of a fin-tech startup based out

of San Francisco. She graduated from UC Berkeley with a
Bachelors in Business Development and minor in Environmental
Sustainability. Her network and input is highly influential as
she surrounds herself with like-minded individuals and has a
hunger for learning. She reads self-help books, case studies and
frequently uses her blog as her creative outlet. She is interested
in new things but knows her boundaries, priding herself on
social responsibility and wellness.

Needs To be in the best mental shape as possible, around the
clock. She has an organization to run & is constantly creating,
having a large number of people reliant on her input. She may
struggle with a mood disorder, embodied trauma, or is looking
for opportunities to elevate her current mind state & reach peak
performance.

Likes
•
•
•
•
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Yoga & meditation
Traveling
Documentaries & Thrillers
Hiking and Rock Climbing

•
•
•
•

Polishing crystals
Jazz & Alternative music
Shopping at Whole Foods
Wine tasting in Marin

Persona Doc

MASON
Bio Currently 42 years old, Mason was originally born in

Oxford, England, Mason moved here at the age of 22 where
he soon after would make his fortune selling his biotech IP.
Since then, he has used his capital and engineering mindset to
become a serial entrepreneur where he has built and sold 10+
successful companies. He is happy with his life and career but
is in constant search for inner-peace and tranquility. He enjoys
reading about bio-hacking and current business trends, works
out 4-5 days a week, and has a strict diet regimen.

Needs Self fulfilling experiences that reassure his sense of self.
He works hard and makes a good income but his primary focus
is personal growth, knowledge, and healthy relationships. To
continue maintaining a robust mindset be must be at his mental apex, continuously pushing himself to better himself and his
community.

Likes
• Bio-hacking
• Traveling new countries such
as Indonesia and Africa
• Science fiction & thrillers
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•
•
•
•

Meditation and yoga
Tech podcasts
Elon Musk
Twitter

POSTER
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MOCKUP & GOOGLE
LEADERBOARD AD
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COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS

Multi-Modality Mental Wellness Spas
With the opening of regulation and public education in progressive/alternative/psychedelic
therapies we see lots of different clinics opening with their own vision and mission. Each
one has a different theme, as some resemble futuristic designs, whereas others act
as medical clinics, and some are super earthy/holistic, Elevated drives to be a mix of
top quality with tones of nature & spirituality and the foundation of scientific credibility.
We stand out from our competition because we aren’t resembling a medical clinic, we
are aiming for a neutral ground individuals can join to better themselves mentally/
physically, unwind at our lounge, and connect with like minded individuals at our
reconnaissance designed location. Our competition can be seen as local (Bay Area)
alternative therapy clinics, network lounges such as So-Ho house or The Battery, and brain
spas such as NeuroVella and Neuro Brain Spa. These companies use media channels such
as Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, and blogs to promote their material, but higher-end
locations thrive off of their website and word of mouth.
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Through the use of research-driven

multi-modalities, Elevated seeks to
enhance the cognitive well-being of future
generations by incorporating education,
compassion, and individualistic growth for
long-term wellness.

EMOTION

Holistic
Trustworthy
Serenity
Comfort
Connectivity
Curated

DOMAIN CONCEPTS

www.ElevatedCare.com
www.ElevatedVentures.com
www. ElevatedWellbeing.com*
www.ElevatedCenter.com*
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KEY WORDS
Plush
Community
Connectivity
Serenity
Exclusive

CONCEPT &
EMOTION
GOALS

Luxurous
Progression
Longevity
Education
Community

TARGET

High Networth
Progressive
Experimental
Goal Oriented
Interconnected
Local

LOGO & TYPOGRAPHY

TM
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COLOR PALETTE

#F3F3EF

#EFECDF

PPG1142-5
#A6BFAD

#F3F3EF

#F3F3EF

#EFECDF

#F3F3EF

#EFECDF
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PPG1142-4
#7B9F85

#68876F

#EFECDF

PPG1142-2
#4B6553

Core Copy
Mission

Embodied trauma and unprocessed emotions create blockages in our relationship with self, others, and the
world us. By giving people the tools to heal, manage, and move through these unprocessed experiences,
they can become the most elevated version of themselves to contribute the most good to the world.

Vision

Finding the right solution to self progression is subjective for everybody. Elevated seeks to transform
each individual and foster the community through strategic avenues of holistic practices. Whether you
aim to surpass trauma, manage anxiety or feelings of complacency, or seek to connect with yourself to
perform at your apex, Elevated implements a a tailored modality combination to get you to be the best
version of yourself possible. By using practices curated for individualistic healing, we envision normative
mental wellness initiatives to treat each individual uniquely by using long term solutions to solve long term
problems. We plan on expanding this thinking through supplementing like-minded ventures, healing our
members at our location, and building a wellness recommendation algorithm to find what’s right for you.

Phase 1
Phase one is the testing
of our Mill Valley location.
Implementing progressive
solutions including:
• EMDR
• Somatic Experiencing
• Ketamine Therapy
• Massage & Acupuncture
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Phase II

Phase III

Phase two is to create
& implement digital
reccomendation service using
high data point algorithm

Implement Venture Capital
Firm to further fund Alternative
Mental Wellness Clinics
•

•
•

Curated towards
individualstic progression
Unique journey to wellness

•
•

Alternative Wellness
Initiatives
Modality Research
Legal & Regulation

Key Benefits

We differentiate from traditional healthcare by focusing on long term results & individualistic
curated experiences using new age, research driven practices. Rather than investing tens of
thousands of dollars and copious hours following generic practices, our care model is driven
towards timely effectiveness and member safety. At Elevated, we don’t consolidate patients,
instead, we work with our members to recognize their obstacles, build a curated strategic
plan, and reform their neuro-processing habits to be the best they can be using safer, longer
lasting, and more effaceable practices. Using multi-modality therapies leads to more concrete
neuroplasticity, preventing members from suffering side effects, extensive visits, and long term
recurring charges. Everybody has unique thought processes controlled by perceived experiences,
and when we tap into those experiences from a new perspective we can change who we are to
elevate upwards.

History

After years of trial and error in the US mental healthcare system, co-founder Simone Syed finally found
the solutions necessary to elevate past unblocked trauma using multi-modality alternative practices.
Traditional healthcare processes funnel mental wellness patients into a cookie-cut system designed for
the masses, not the individual; inhibiting her trauma to fester. After exposure to alternative practices such
as Somatic Experiencing, Ketamine IM/IV, and EMDR, Simone was able to rapidly grow past the weight
on her shoulders and unlock her congitive potential with long term solutions. Discovering the efficacy of
these practices, it is Simones mission to expand curated care to individuals who feel stuck or don’t fit the
mold of the traditional healthcare process. Through hands on help, supplimenting similar initives, and
creating a reccomendation based refferal service, Simone and co-founder Scott Norman embark on a
journey of healing and elevating the wellbeing of our immediate and national community.
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Values
Comfort & Connectivity

There is no “one size fits all” when it comes to mental health. We pride ourselves on treating
every member uniquely by strategically building a tailored therapy plan, creating a comfortable
environment around the individual, and focusing our efforts to connect you back to you.

Safety & Responsibility

We are all responsible for our future & the decisions we make to better ourselves everyday. Through
Elevated, we are responsible to bringing you to the best version of yourself by the safest means
possible. We are HIPPA compliant and are constantly searching to better our practices and means
of bettering our community.

Transformative Experiences

We dedicated ourselves to providing our members with an experience they want to remembers.
Join us at our Mill Valley Center to connect with life and enjoy the ambiance of our Art Deco x Art
Nouveau styled wellness center. Our end goal is to see our members grow with themselves, and to
do so we ensure a luxurious experience to reconnect with themselves and nature.

Nurturing Community

Our utmost and primary goal is to introduce highly effective wellbeing practices to better shape the
processes of mental health diagnosis and treatment. We are spearheading these efforts by funding
progressive ventures, curating unique experiences for our members, and remolding our current
mental wellness infrastructure.
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Key Focus
Cognitive Wellness

Enhance, Improve or Manage Consciousness Naturally

Tech, studios, experiences and products deliver natural ways of altering consciousness or
improving conditions of the mind. Areas of focus include breath-work, meditation, sound/
vibration/light healing, reshaping traumatic perception, and non-pharma supplements in
combination with body-work therapies.

Pharmaceutical & Psychedelic Therapies

Treatment & Cure Through Revolutionary Medicine

Shifts in regulatory environments and public perception are brining previously taboo compounds
and treatments to market as solutions for cognitive ailments. FDA clinical trials show the promise
of psychedelic and other pharma as treatments & cures we utilize to prevent Anxiety, Depression,
PTSD, Trauma, Suicide, Addiction, ADHD, and Alzheimer’s.

Longevity & Neurotech

Extend & Expand Human Longevity, Perception, and Ability

Advances in gene therapy, artificial intelligence, pharma development, brain & body imaging,
and mind to tech interfaces are pushing back the biological clock, augmenting our senses, and
expanding what we can control with our mind. Recent shifts in scientific perspective on aging as
inevitable to a problem that can be solved have many new companies being formed. We strive to
uphold similar organizations and initiaves to enhance potential for the wellbeing of generations
to come.
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Key
Core Copy Purpose
This documents purpose is to consilidate Elevated’s tone & voice; essentially this is the
copywritten material for website and content.
1. Key Focus: Will be shown on our homepage & illustrates our primary drive.
2. Mission vs. Vision: Mission is what we are currently doing & vision is what we see as the
end product. Mission can be seen as a purpose statement and vision covers everything we
will be doing to ensure our mission comes to fruition.
3. Target Audience: These are the individuals we plan on targeting to use our service.
4. Values: These are what we hold dear to us, and what we want our members to remember
us by.
5. History: This will be shown on the homepage & serves the purpose of illustrating why we
are where we are today.
6. Benefits: Will be shown to differentiate us against traditional healthcare practices. It is a
statement that can be shown on “About” or the “Home” page.
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SITEMAP
Sign In

Home
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Treatment

About

Resources

Modalities

Mission

Blog

What we Treat

Team

Education

F.A.Q.

Events

Testimonials

Gallery

Contact

WIREFRAME

TM

About

Treatments

Resources

Rotating Gallery Images

Purpose/Mission Statement
Theme Related
Image

Diagnosis Survey

EMDR
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SOMATIC
EXPERIENCING

KETAMINE
IV/IM

MASSAGE &

ACUPUNCTURE

Contact

Brief Summary

Modality Education Video

Brief
Description

Team Image

Brief
Description
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Team Image

Brief
Description

Team Image

Media

Partner/Sponsor Logos
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Legal Regulation

Contact

Website Link

https://youtu.be/u4-2E1qho0s
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SUMMARY & ANALYSIS
Purpose

Through the use of an AI diagnosis reccomendation service, multimodality therapy clinic, and a
cognitive wellness fund, Elevated seeks to change the way we perceive mental wellness.
Key Words

Plush
Community
Connectivity
Serenity
Exclusive
Holistic Healing

Target Audience
High Networth
Progressive
Experimental
Goal Oriented
Interconnected
Local

Emotions

Holistic
Trustworthy
Serenity
Comfort
Connectivity
Curated

Goals

Luxurous
Progression
Longevity
Education
Community

Messaging Strategy
Premium Experience
Elevated public image will be seen as the highest quality experience for mental progression available in the Bay
Area. Elevated isn’t a medical clinic, it is a lifestyle based around self-progression, individualization, and long term
wellness. The atmosphere of our location is has elegant Art Deco/Art Nouveau themes with natural undertones;
we push to stray from traditional medical themes such as light blue and white.
Concrete Solutions
Our progressive therapies aren’t longterm therapies, they’re long lasting results. Rather than falling down the
traditional therapeutic practice drain (long term pharma, years of talk therapy, recurring charges, etc.) Elevated
offers a curated plan to heal in short time periods with long-term healing. Our practices are HIPPA compliant, have
copious amounts of scholarly based credibility, and are implemented to ensure positive neuroplasticity.
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Exclusive Membership
Elevated’s experience is untouchable in comparison to any mental wellness clinic in the Bay Area. We cater to
individuals of all walks of life, whether or not you are managing mental setbacks everybody has room for selfprogression and centering; however, our initial phase I will be exclusive to high net worth individuals within our
network to serve as beta testing. Once we reach the point our location is perfect, we will hold our membership
exception rate low.

